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I. Introduction. The calculations of lateral distribution
of charged particles which allow for the finitness of ener-
gy of A-quanta /I-3/, the inhomogeneity of the atmosphere
/3,4/ and the experimental selection of EAS /5/ are needed
to interpret correctly the experimental data /6,7/.
In /8,9/ calculations have taken into account the ef-
fect of finitness of energy of A-quanta which produce the
partial electron-photon cascades by substituting K Rm in-
stead of Rm in NKG approximation where K has been found to
be 0.56 from comparison with the experimental data. In
/5,10-12/ new results on the lateral distribution of elect-
rous in the partial cascades from V-quanta have been ob-
tained. The analysis /5/_results /11,12/ showed that the
coefficient _ can be regarded as a constant with the
error of 5-10%. In /5/ the calculations hive been carried
out for such values of K as 0.75; I, and K =I-0.5(I-
-y/16) for y , 16 and K_I for y > 16 where y =In(EM/I GeV).
The last approximation of K was found to be most ade-
quate from the comparison with the experimental data /6/
and it is msed in this calculation. In /5/ the inhomoge-
" neity of the atmosphere, muons and experimental selection
were taken into account. In /5/ the calculation were done
for EAS with slze Ne =107 at sea level. In this pape_ we
extend the calculation on Ne from 105 to IQ7 for sea le-
vel and for Akeno level (920 g.cm-2).
2. Model and _ethqd. The calculations were carried out in
terms of the quark-gluon string model for hadron-hadron
InteractiLons /13-15/. The lateral distributions were cal-
culated for primary protons and nuclei with A= 4,14,31,56
and the normal composition_.The energy spectrum index
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was taken _4:1.7 at E1_ 3.1015 eV and _ =2.2 at
E2>_I016 eV with smooth change between these two energies.
The method includes the calculations of the two-dimensional
functions and correlation matrixes for fixed Eo folZowing
by use of Bayes theorem and gaussian approximation for cal-
culated functions to get the functions for fixed Ne and
the zenith angle _ /16_17/. To allow for experimental
selection the calculated functions for fixed Ne and _ were
integrated on Ne and e /5/. The experimental errors were
taken into account by summing the physical correlation
matrix with the matrix of errors, which consist of errors
of _ Ne/Ne = 25%, _/9e=15% and 6r/_ =I0% where
_e- density of electrons and _ is distance from the
shower axis. The approximation Rm = 1.1 Rm have been used
to allow for the inhomogeneity of the atmosphere. The den-
sity of > 0.3 GeV muons and additional 27% of muon densi-
ty to take into account the decay electrons and _ -elect-
rons ( according to our analysi_ .a_d /18/) were added to
par_ic-e.
electron density to get charged density.
_. Results and Conclusions. In Fig. I the calculated
lateral distributions of charged particles for sea level
are shown together with the experimental data /6/. One
can see that in the limits of experimental errors the
normal and proton primary compositions may agree with the .
experimental data /6/. Fig. 2 shows the analogous calcu-
lated functions for 920 g/cm2 and Akeno experimental re-
m
sults /7_. To get the better agreement this time one
should use a more steep electron lateral distribution ih
pure electron-photon aascades-from _-quanta than we
have used. But our conclusion about primary composition
made for sea level data is kept.
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